
"Mass Notes"
Once a month, right before Mass begins, our clergy shares a small
"note" about an aspect of the Mass in order to help everyone better
understand, appreciate, and engage in the liturgy.  Below are  a couple
of examples of what's been shared...

FASTING BEFORE MASS
Most of us know that we’re asked to refrain from eating
and drinking anything other than water an hour before
Mass. The only exception is for the sick and the elderly.
But why do we fast? Why do we do this before Mass?  or
during Lent?  or ever?
Perhaps there is another question that is worth asking:
What are we hungry for; what do we feel that deep need
for?
 

When we think about our needs, we tend to focus on the
physical and the material, don’t we? 

ENTRANCE PROCESSION
Every Mass begins with a procession from the Narthex to the Sanctuary. 
 That walk is a very intentional journey.  It reminds each of us of our journey
through this life to heaven.  And we’re led in this procession by the cross,
carried by the altar server, reminding us that Jesus leads us to salvation. 
Isn’t that a beautiful way to begin Mass?  A physical transition from the
everyday to the eternal.  
And we’re not making that transition -- that journey -- alone!  One of the
great blessings of coming to Mass is the joy of journeying together with our
parish family.

Do you find these "Mass notes" helpful?  Is there something that happens
in the Mass that you'd like to understand better? Let us know!  Contact

Mary at communications@stjosephmech.org or 717.766.9433.

And God cares about our physical needs. But He
also wants us to think bigger. He wants us to
think about eternity. About faith, hope and love,
the things that really last. 
He knows us so well, that He knows that we
need help with that. So He gives us practices like
fasting to help us to get out of our own way.
Fasting helps us refrain from acting impulsively,
almost mindlessly, to get what WE think we
need, and pay attention instead to what God is
offering. 
Fasting before Mass helps us pay attention to
the fact that He is about to offer us something
so much greater than any earthly food; He is
offering us His very self.  Our body and soul are
about to be united with His body, blood, soul
and divinity in the Eucharist. Fasting helps us
pause and consider the magnitude of that and
recognize our deep need.It helps us hunger for
Him: the Bread of Life.
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